Recent Lectures/Seminars (K. N. Liou)


Team Member Presentation: NOAA Joint Center for Satellite Data Assimilation Workshop on Radiative Transfer Model, June 2, 2003, “A Unified Vector Radiative Transfer Model for Application to Satellite Remote Sensing and Data Assimilation.”


Invited Seminar: National Taiwan University, Department of Atmospheric Sciences, November 6, 2003, “Some Issues of Clouds and Aerosols in Remote Sensing and Climate Research.”


Invited Lecture: Chinese Young Scientists Discussion Forum for Climate and Climate Change, Beijing, China, June 29, 2004, “Clouds/Aerosols and Climate.”


Invited Seminar (by Graduate Students): University of Wisconsin, Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, September 20, 2004, “Cirrus Clouds: Remote Sensing and Climate.”